LETTERS

\LaTeX input to ACM journals

To the Editor:

I am in contact with ACM about the possibility of authors providing camera-ready copy or \LaTeX input files to ACM journals, bypassing the typesetting/proofreading hassles involved in publication. I'm interested in finding a few authors who have articles, produced in \LaTeX, that have been submitted to ACM journals and would like to be guinea pigs for a new procedure.

Authors interested in this experiment should communicate via the Arpanet.

Leslie Lamport
Lamport@decwrl.DEC.COM

Translators to Generate \TeX files

To the Editor:

Does anybody have a program to translate RUNOFF or BOLIO source documents to \TeX (or \LaTeX)? These could be written in almost any language (including my favorites: TECO, SNOBOL, Lisp, and Scan).

I will settle for 95% solutions...

Gordon Howell
Hughes Aircraft Company
P.O. Box 92919
Bldg. 550/X303
Los Angeles, CA 90009
engvax!gordon@CIT-VAX.ARPA